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Through our simulation analysis, we found adoption of preventative practices increase net returns 

in infected vineyards. These practices also extend the number of years a mature vineyard generates 

positive annual net returns. In some cases by more than 50%.However, delayed pruning which adds 

no extra cost, above and beyond conventional pruning costs, cannot be applied everywhere given 

reported labor constraints. Application of pruning wound protectant and double pruning, which are 

costly to adopt, may take up to 10 years to generate cumulative net returns greater than those from 

taking no action. We also considered the effect uncertainty about infection has on adoption 

decisions. The empirical evidence that growers must have very low expectations about infection to 

not adopt highly effective practice. The perceived probability of infection that leads to adoption 

may be greater than 0.5 when the practice has high costs (double pruning). Interestingly, we also 

find evidence that when the practice is highly effective in control trunk diseases, growers may wait 

to adopt because the expected benefit of adopting in an infected vineyard at an earlier time does 

not offset the expected cost of adopting when the vineyard is uninfected. This also occurs at very 

low probabilities.

We have learned that many growers and PCAs believe vineyards are likely infected with 

trunk diseases. The long time lag to see benefits from adopting may lead to uncertainty about the 

practices and their efficacy, limiting grower adoption. Another reason they may not be adopting is 

that they do not have information about the economic benefits of adopting preventative practices 

in young vineyards. 
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Here we see how the profitable lifespan of a vineyard increases with adoption of 

pruning wound protectant. The table shows the age when the vineyard last generates 

positive annual net returns. When a practice is adopted at year 3 an infected vineyard 

will see from roughly 25% TO 50% more years of positive annual net returns relative 

to taking no action. The lower end of that range falls slight when adoption occurs in 

year 5. When adoption occurs in year 10 we may see as little as one additional year of 

positive annual net returns.
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Here we see how long it takes for practices to outperform no action in terms of 

cumulative net returns. The table shows the age when an infected vineyard that 

adopts the practice out performs an infected-untreated vineyard. Practices adopted 

in year 3 and year 5 may take many years to outperform no action. This is due to the 

long time lag in the growth of trunk diseases. By year 10 the disease is widespread 

and practices pay off quickly. 
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Here we model the adoption decision in terms of the perceived probability of 

infection. The two intersection lines represent expected net benefits over the 

vineyards lifespan with adoption (A1) and with out (NA). The H and I superscripts 

denote a healthy and an infected state of the vineyard, respectively. Where they 

intersect indicates the probability that separates growers into non-adopters and 

adopters (going from left to right). We consider how this probability changes with 

changes in age of adoption, practice cost, disease control efficacy, and discount rate. 

Age of adoption and discount rate resulted in ambiguous changes in the probability, 

while increases in c and decreases in disease control efficacy increases this 

probability.
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When we adopt sooner we may see a leftward shift in the probability
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Or a rightward shift. It will depend on whether the expected increase in the cost of 

earlier adoption when the vineyard is healthy is offset by the expected increase in 

benefits when the vineyard is infected. We find evidence for both situations in the 

simulation analysis presented in the following table. 
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This table presented the probability that separates non-adopters and adopters based 

on perceived probability of infection. When the practice is highly effective (75% dce), 

it pays for some to wait until year 5 to adopt given the expected additional cost of 

adopting in year 3 if the vineyard is healthy is not offset by the expected additional 

benefit if the vineyard is infected.
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Our work continues with the development of extension tools to disseminate our 

findings. To do so, we conducted a grower survey to 

validate the numbers used in the adoption analysis

provide data for district-level analysis

The goals is to develop an on-line trunk disease management options tool
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We received information on a variety of cultivars in different crush districts. As 

expected Cabernet Sauvignon and Chardonnay comprise the majority.
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This table shows percentage of pruning wound applicant usage among respondents 

as well as costs of application.
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Very few respondents used tractor application. Among them most used rally as the 

protectant. 
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This table shows the methods for each pass in a double pruning regime as well as 

costs for each pass and overhead. 
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Overall, yield losses reach 50%, on average, at time of vine removal.
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52% of vines, on average, show symptoms at time of vine removal. This result is 

consistent with the yield losses at time of removal.
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